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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine resident inspection was conducted on site in the areas of
plant operations, plant maintenance, plant surveillance, licensee event
report closecut, and followup on previous inspection findings. During
the performance of this inspection, the resident inspectors conducted
several reviews of the licensee's backshif t or weekend operations.
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Resultt:

In the. Maintenance / Surveillance functional area an apparent _ violation
was identified concerning the- failure to comply with the _ requirements of
Technical - Specification 3.3.2.1 f rom. December 11 to December 15, 1991. An-

apparent. violation with four examples was identified for f ailure to comply
with- the requirements of Technical Specification 6.8.1 concerning
configuration control. _ An apparent violation was identified for failure to -

. comply with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion XVI concerning inadequate
corrective actions for previously identified similar events.

In the Operations functional area, a weakness was identified with regards
to general operating instructions. These instructions were noted to be
weak in. providing for good operator control of unit startup evolutions
(paragraph 3.a).

In the Maintenance-Surveillance functional area a weakness was identified with
regards _to the configuration control program. The procedures governing the
configuration control log allow for multiple actior,s to be completed with,

I one signoff (paragraph. 4. ), i
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REPORT DETAILS

r

1. Persons-Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J .Bynum, Vice President Nuclear Operations
*J. Wilson, Site Vice President
*R. Beecken, Plant Manager
*L..Bryant Maintenance Manager
*M. Cooper, Site Licensing Manager
*T. Flippo, Quality Assurance Manager
*J. Gates, Technical Support Manager /0utage Director
C. Kent, Radiological Control Manager

*W.- Lagergren, Jr. , Operations Manager
*M. Lorek,: Operations Superintendent-
D. Love, Maintenance Planning and Technical Manager

*R.-Lumpkin, Site Quality Manager
*J. Osborne, Radwaste Manager
*J..Proffitt, Compliance Engineer

'

*R. Rogers.-Acting-Technical Support Manager
*R. Thompson, Compliance Licensing Manager
*P. Trudel, Nuclear Engineering Manager

NRC Employees
.

B. Wilson, Chief, DRP Branch 4 ;

*P. Kellogg, Chief, DRP Section 4A

* Attended exit interview

Other licensee employees contacted included control room operators, shift
technical-advisors, shift supervisors and other plant personnel._

'

Acronyms and initialisms_ used in this report 'are listed in the last
.

paragraph.

On December 10 through 13,_1991 the NRC Region 11 Section Chief, Paul J.
Kelloggivisited the Sequoyah Nuclear- Plant. Mr. Kellogg and the- Senior
Resident Inspec. tor conducted several tours of the plant, met with licensee
management, and attended .several plant safety committee meetings where-
issues were discussed involving - the restart = of tinit 1 from its Cycle 5
refueling outage. - Mr. Kellogg informed the licensee that Region II had !

reorganized to-place the TVA plants back into a-normal alignment reporting
-.through the Division of Reactor Projects.

On December- 19,-1991, the.NRC Region-Il Branch Chief. B. Wilson visited
the _ Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. Mr. Wilson toured the plant with the
inspectors and discussed current issues at the facility.

; .-. .
- _ .. . - . -
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'2. Plant Status

Unit 1 began the inspection period in Mc<!e 5 (day 64 of the Cycle 5
refueling outage). After completion o' required maintenance and testing
activities and establishment of requireo plant conditions, the unit
consnenced heatup and entered Mode 4 early on December 8. Additional
testing was accomplished during the heatup and +he unit was taken critical
(Mode 2) on December 16. Power operations (Mode 1) was entered on,

'

December 18. On December 28, the unit experiented a turbine runback which
dropped reactor power from approximately 98 percent to 75 percent. The
runback resulted from setpoint drif t on flow control valve 1-FCV-106B on
the number 3 heater drain tank. The licensee discovered that the setpoint
on the valve had drif ted from 429 psig to approximately 450 psig which
induced the automatic turbine runback. _ After reestablishing tha proper
setpoint, the unit continued to increase towards full power operation and
ended the inspection period at approximately full powcr.;

Unit 2 operated at approximately full power for the duration of the
inspection period.

3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

a. Daily Inspections

The inspectors conducted daily inspections in the following areas:
control room staffing, access, and operator behavior; operator
adherence to approved precedures, TS, and LCOs; examina'. ion of panels
containing instrumentation and other reactor prote;cion system
elements to determine that required channels are operable; and review
of control room operator logs, operating orders, plant deviation
reports, tagout logs, temporary modification logs, and tags on
components to verify compliance with approved procedures. The
inspectors also routinely accompanied plant management on plant tours
and observed the effectiveness of management's influence on
activities being performed by plant personnel.

During the latter portion of the Unit I refueling outage, with the
unit in Mode -5, the licensee discovered several emergent problems
with regards to the recently installed Unit 1 and common- board
annunciator system. The annunciator modification was previously
discussed in MC Inspection Reports 327,328/91-23 and 91-26. The 4

major issues identified and their affect on-Unit 1 operation in Modes-
14 and higher was discussed with the resident inspectors and NRC
Headquarters and Regional management. Satisfactory interim measures
were verid i d in place by the inspectors prior to mode escalation.
Operators appeared to be aware of the problem symptoms and required
operator actions. The following major issues were identified by the
licensee:

(1) A software condition was E ; overed where, af ter 32,768 inputs
have accumulated without any operator action to reset the
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computer processor, the system would no longer allow the J

operators to remove the point description Ar return to normal
points af ter they have been reset (acknowle^ aged and cleared). i

To correct the problem after each accumulation of 32,768 points,
the operator must reset the computer processor of the affected -

'channel. - The condition does not inhibit the operators ability
to acknowledge alarms; however, it would allow thc accumulation i'

of uncleared alarms on the multiple page screen over time. This
could result in difficulties for the operators to maintain- ;

proper cognizance over the unit's alarm status. The problem had !

not occurred on the new annunciator system and did not affect i

the information available to the operators through the
ennunciator windows or printers. The 1icensee will address this |

;issue during subsequent software enhancements; however, periodic
resetting of the system on a weekly basis has been
proceduralized and put in place until permanent resolution of
the problem,

(2) The licensee discovered a condition where either one of the two
annunciator channels may exhibit a random failure due to a
sof tware communication protocol error. This error interrupts

proper communications between the main controller and the
scanner cards allowing inaccurate data to be accepted by the
system without screening it for acceptability. The condition is
not expected to occur simultaneously in both annunciator
channel s . This problem was initially exhibited by failure of
one of the annunciator panel window trains in conjunction with
randomly illuminated alarm windows, The condition may be
cleared by the o; .rators by manually resetting the particular A :
or B channel chassis that experienced the anomaly. During the !

licensee's investigation into the phenomenon, it was concluded
that the as-installed grounding configurations may have been
adversely affecting the system operation. The licensee

'installed an isolation transformer to improve the noise imunity
of the system and also replaced a failed scanner cL,d. After
system observation, the licensee considers that these
resolutions have not corrected the original software error;
however, the improvements have modified the symptoms which the
problem exhibits to a normal annunciator error alarm rather than
random display of the annunciator windows. The licensee is
currently working with the vendor on a permanent software
solution to the condition.

During this period, the inspectors monitored control room activities
associated with -the restart of Unit 1. The inspectors - specifically
focused on the general operating-instructions to determine if appropriate
control was being maintained. The inspectors concluded that operator
control of unit startup was being maintained; however, du-ing several

,

reviews of the procedures, the' inspectors noted that the general operating m
instructions were rat written in a manner which made for order'y control
of startup evolutions. For example, the inspectors noted that operators

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -_ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . ~ . . _ . - _ _ - . . . ._ __ _
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had to use several operator aids (ysilow page markers)-to help remember to
go back and sign off steps because they could not be performed when listed
in the. G01s. Also, entry into G01-2, PLANT STARTUP FROM HOT STANOBY TO
MINIMUM LOAD, was commenced prior to completing all the requirements of
G01-1, PLANT STARTUP FROM COLD SHUTDOWN TO HOT STANDBY. Based on these
observations, the inspectors consider that the G01s_are weak in providing
for good operator control of unit startup evolutions.

b. Weekly inspections

The inspectors conducted weekly inspections in _the following areas:
operability verification of selected ESF systems by valve alignment,
breaker positions, condition of equipment or component, and
operability of instrumentation and support items essential to system
actuation or performance. Plant tours were conducted which included
observation _ of general plant / equipment conditions, fire protection
and preventative measures, control of activities in progress,
radiation protection controls, plant housekeeping
conditions / cleanliness, and missile hazards.

A condition was noted during a routine tour where a potential exit
point from the RCA was not correctly posted or locked to prevent
inadvertent exit to a plant clean area. Door A161 on elevation 734'
(entry to the 2B2 480V Shutdown Board Room) was marked only " Clean ,

Area" and had no RCA boundary markings or instructions for frisking
prior to passage. The inspectors discussed this issue with
Radiological Control management, who agreed with the observation and
had the exit appropriately posted.

c. Biweekly Inspections

The inspectors conducted biweekly inspections in the following areas:
verification review and walkdown of safety-related tagouts in effect;
review of the sampling program (e.g. , primary and .cecondary coolant
samples, boric acid tank samples, plant liquid and gaseous samples);
observation cf control room shif t turnover; review of implementation
and use of the plant corrective action program; verification of
selected portions of containment isolation lineups; and verification
that notices to workers are posted as requireo by 10 CFR Part 19.

d. Other Inspection Activities

Inspection areas included the turbine building; diesel generator'

building; ERCW pumphouse; protected area yard; control room; vital'

6.9 kv shutdown board rooms, 480 v . breaker and battery . rooms;
auxiliary building areas including- all accessible safety-related pump
and heat exchanger rooms. 'RCS leak rates were reviewed to ensure

.

that detected or suspected leakage from the system was recorded,
investigated, and evaluated; and that appropriate actions were taken,'

if required. RWPs were reviewed, and specific work activities were
monitored to assure they were being accomplished per the RWPs.

i

|
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Selected radiation protection instruments were periodically checked,
and equipment operability and calibration frequencies were verified,

physical Security Program Inspectionse.

In the c )urse of the monthly activities, the inspectors included a
review of the licensee's physical security program. The performance
of various shif ts of the security f arce was observed in the conduct
of daily activities to include: protected and vital area access
centrols; searching of personnel and packages; escorting of visitors;

Inbadge issuance and retrieval; and patrols and compensatory posts.
addition, the inspectors observed protected area lighting, and
protected and vital areas barrier integrity,

f. Licensee NRC Notifications

(1) On December 13, 1991 the licensee made a notificetion to the NRC
as required by 10 CFR 50.72 with regards to entry and exit from
the plant emergency plan. At 1520 hours, a Notification of
Unusual Event was declared and exited for Sequoyah Unit I which
was in Mode 3. The event was declared due to the suspected
failure of a main steam line check valve on loop #4 SG which is
outside of containment. The suspected f ailure was a body to
bonnet leak which caused a reactor coolant tystem. cooldown of

approximately 11 degrees F (545 to 534 degrees F), and a drop )inRCS pressure of approximately 40 psig (1900 psig to 1860 psig .
Operator actions included shutting of the 4 MSIVs which appeared
to terminate the cooldown. No automatic actuation of any ESF
equipment was required.

Further investigation of the NOUE by a event investigation team
allowed for a revised determinat1on that the RCS cooldown was
caused by an inadvertent opening of at least two main steam dump
valves. Tne steam dump valve master controller was subsequently
found to be faulty and maintenance wss performed to correct the
condition. Af ter the maintenance activity was completed and
tested, the RCS was returned to nonnal hat standby conditions.

(2) On December 14, 1991 the licensee made a notification to the NRC
as required by 10 CFR 50.72 with regards to a condition that
placed Sequoyah Unit 1 in an unanalyzed condition due to
discovery of inoperable A tr ain automatic closure circuits for s

the four MSIVs. Unit 1 entered TS LC0 3.0.3 at 2239 hours. The
unit was in Mode 3 at the time of discovery, The automatic
closure feature had been defeated in Mode 5 by the installation
of temporary electrical jumpers during performance of a
maintenance activity when the valves were not required to be
operable. Following the identification, the jumpers were
removed from the four MSIV A train circuits, and subsequent
post-maintenance testing was performed to ensure the valves'
operability. LCO 3.0.3 was exited at 0009 hours on December 15

_- - -________ - _ _-__-____ - ___-_______ - ____ _ __ __ __
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after three of the four valves were satisfactorily tested. The
fourth _ valve (loop 4) passed the acceptance criteria of the
testing at 0120 hours. At the end of the inspection period,

licensee was continuing an investigation of the cause of the
event. The event is further discussed in paragraph 4 of this
report.

,

Within the areas inspected, no violations ware identified. .

4. Maintenance inspections (62703 & 42700)

During the reporting period, the inspectors reviewed a specific
maintenance activity regarding the safety-related MSIVs t assure
compliance with the appropriate procedures and requirements,

a. Inspection Description

The inspectors reviewed the maintenance related activity associated
with the event where, on December 14 at 2339 hours, the licensee
discovered that electrical jumpers were installed in the A train
junction boxes for all four Unit 1 MSIVs. Unit I was in Mode 3
operation at the time of discovery and had been in Mode 3 for
approximately 70 hours. The installed jumpers had been
inappropriately verified as being removed following previous
mainten6nce on the valves which required both the A and B train
automatic valve functions to be inhibited.

Prior to the inspection period, Unit I was in the scheduled cycle 5
refueling outage. Work had been performed during the outage to
install improved packing on all four Unit ' MSIVs. This work was
performed in Mode 5. The Atwood Morrill . 31Vs are air operated to
open and spring loaded to close. TS 3.7.1.5, Main-Steam Isolation
Valves, requires that the MSIVs be operable in Modes 1, 2, and 3. In
addition, each valve requires full closure within five seconds per TS '

Surveillance Requirement 4.7.1.5 and is demonstrated via ASME Section
XI testing. This testing is accomplishet 'tilizing both the A and B
train controlled vent paths in order to L ed down the air supplied
on the valve and allow closure. In additivn, single trair, response
time testing is perfor .ed +( demonstrate valve closure capability per
TS 3.3.2.1, Engineert.J Sa y Feature Actuai. ion System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation. This tv ' - ensures that single train ESFAS
operability is- demonstra+ ' on a periodic basis and includes i

actuation of the vent path-valve solenoids for selected trains on the
MSIVs. The acceptance criteria for this tasting requires 7 or 8
second full closure (for different accident scenarios) ~ of any MSIV
utilizing a single train air bleed down.

Prior to the jumpering of the ESFAS inputs to the MSIVs for the
-installation of the new packing, - the licensee had successfully
performed the single train ESFAS testing on all four valves.
Subsequently, the licensee installed the subject jumpers and

_ . . _ -_ _ .__ _ . _ .. _ _ .._._. _ -__ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - , _ - ~ . _ _ _ . . -u ._.
-
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corcpleted the a.aintenance activity involving the EPRI packing. The
installation of the jumpers was controlled via steos in WO #9027948
and by a component listing in an ttached configuration 109 The log
identified the specif1c junction boxes where both the A and B train
junpers (two per valve) wt 9cated. The junction boxes are located
in the MSlV valve vaults; . s Jr, the A and B train boxa are not

located in a common area. Two hourly maintenance personnel were
assigned the task of removing the jumpers to restore the MSIVs
automatic closure functicns af ter the new packing wa: installed.
Both the log and the steps in the work package required a seconv

|_ party verification of the work performed. The licensee'. preliminary
investigat on of the event determined that upon completion of the i

job, only the ti train jumpers were removed from the field. Upoa

returning to the maintenance shop, the workers inappropriately
verified, in two locations in the work plan, that both the A and B;

train jumpers had been remowd. The second party ved fications of'

the work performed had also beca signed as complete. The licensee
also identified that the work instructions and configuration log werei-

not present at the job site during removal of tho jumpers. At the
time the B train jumpers were removed, Unit I was in Mode 5.

iThe licenue then began prGerations f or escalation into Mode 3
;

Ioperation. This included strokf ng the MSIVs in accordance with
| Section XI criteria utilizing both A and B train air vents in orderi

|
to achieve the 5 second required closure time. Initial stroke times |

of the valves was excessive (up to 15 seconds) and the licensee :

,

attributed this te the new packing of the valves, problems were
f discovered witF he torque values initially assigned to the new

packino mechael which the licensee used to account for 'he ,

excessive stroke times. The licensee eventually attained the I

. required 5 second closure af ter evolutions of adjusting the valves ;

packing and tuning the air bleed down ports on the valves; The
adjustable devices in the bleed down ports-had been replaced during
the outage due to the devices being moved to the Unit 2 MSIVs. This ,

evolution was further discussed in NRC Inspection Report 327,
328/91-26. Once the valves met the required 5 second closure time,
the unit proceeded through Mode 4 and was taken into Mode 3 on
December ll, at 1046 hours.

Subo . ent to Mode 3 entry, a t'ncern was raised via' pER SOPER910406
whe' y following the new MSIV packing installation, the results of
the a atiously performed single train vent path response time test
may have been inadvertently affected. This concern was raised, in

part, due to the two train performance test ma ginally passing the 5
second .losure time requirements. Also, after reviewing the pER,
management raised questions as to whether the single train 7 and 8

.

second closure requirements (from sensor through valve closure) would u

be maintained. . At this time the licensee felt the sluggish valve'

performance was due to the incorporation of the new packing and not
,

| stroking the valve at normal operating temperatures. Normal stroke
times before the packing modification were in the 3 to 4 second

|

|

_-_ . _ - _ - . , _ _ . - - . - - _ . - - - _ - . , - - - - , - - _ -. . _ ,~.~., _ . _ . - - - - . . . .-
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range, whereas the current values were just under the 5 second TS
requirement. The inoperability of the A train circuitry wts not yet

.

identified. Due to these concerns, plant Janagement determined that-

additional testing should be performed. Special Test instruction I

(STI) 148, was written to test each of the valve's closure time on an |
individual train basis. During the performance of the A train i

portion of the test, the MSIVs failed to close. Upon investigation, I
4

jumpers were found installed in the A train junction boxes. The'

licensee subsequently removed the jumpers and satisfactory testing of
the valves was accomplished. |

The licencee began an event investipation short after !

identification of the issue. The Unit 2 MSlV coni ; ai tions were- |
,

verified as being correct and generic implications of the event were |

reviewed for possible correc.ivapreventative actions. A list of

components that are actuated by dual trains was developed based on a !

review of design documents. Upon completion of a review of I

historical maintenance and scheduled outage work, it was concluded by I

plant management that existing PMis for otoer work performed on dual |

train actuated devices during tne UICS cutage was adequate to ensure
operability. ;

b. Technical Specification Compliance

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's compliance with TS 3.3.2.1 in
relation to the subject event. The A and B train solenoids, which
opera > the MSIVs' vent valves, are part~of the ESFAS instrumenta-
tion, and as such are included in the train logic test channels. TS

3.3.2.1 requires, i i part, that ESFAS instrumentatiun channels and
interlocks be operable in ac:ordance with lable 3.3-3, section 4, ;

Steam Line isolation. This table requires a minimum of 2 operable ;

automatic ae+uation logic channels in Moces 1, 2, and 3. Contrary to

thic, from Uccember ll, at 1046 hours until December 15 at 0009 ;

hours, the A train automatic actuation logic channel for all f our
Unit 1 MSIVs was inoperable. This is identified as an appare1t

violation of TS 3.3.2.1 (327/91-31-01). ;
i

c. Procedural Compliance / Adequacy

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's compliance with TS 6.8.1 in ,

relation to the subject went. This specification ,1 quires, in part,
that written procedures shall be established, implemented and 1

maintained, which includes procedures for performing maintenance
- activi ties.

1) SSP-6.25, MAINTENANCE MANAGLMLNT SrSTEM PERFORMANCE OF WORK
ORDERS, Section 3.2.B requires that the craft / performer maintain

|
work instructions at the work location, when maintenance
activities are being performed. The maintenance workers who
removed the jumpers failed to maintain work instructions at the
job locatinn as required by the ssp. This is identified as a

- -. - - . . _ , . . - - - _ - - . _ _ - - . - . _ - . - - . .
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first example of an apparent violation of TS 6.8.1 for failure
to follow the requirements of SSP 6.25 (327/91 31-02),

j 2) 55p-6.26. MAINTENANCE MANAGLhENT SYSTEM PERf0RMANCE Of KORK

i ORDERS. Section 3.2.0, requires in part that craft / performers of
maintenance activities follow work instructions. The reuoval of
the jumpers was not performed in accordance wi"i the work order '
instructions in that, maintenance personnel iled to remove the
specific jumpers identified on the configuration control log.
This is identified as a second example of an apparent violation
of TS 6.8.1 for failure to follow the requirements of SSP 6.25
(327/91-31-02).

3) -Al-37, INDEPENDENT VER!flCATION, Section 2.2.2 does not requice
independent verification if a second-party verification and a
f unctional test is performed. The planner of the pMT failed to
follow these requirements, in that, the functional test assigned
to be performed with second party verification was not adequate.
The planner of the PMT failed to recognite the entire scope of-

work, which included the jumper installations, and failed to '

plan adeauate (single train) testing to verify their proper
removal. This is identified as a third example of an apparent
violation of 15 6.8.1 for failure to follow the requirements of '

Al-3i (327/91-31-02).

4) Al-37, INDEPENDENT VERiflCATION, Section 6.2 details specific. '

qualification requirements for those individuals assigned to
perform an independent verification. During the inspectors ;

!revier of Al-37, it was concluded that the Al was inidequate in:
'

that it did not specify ar; qualification requirements for those'

personnel performing second party verifications. The inspectors
noted that the individuals involved in the subject and previous
events (as discussed in paragraph 4.d) exhibited some confusion
regarding the method and intent of second party verifications.
This is identified as a fourth example of an apparent violation
of TS 6.8.1- for an inadequate procedure, Al-37 (327/91-31-02), i

d. Previous Corrective Actions
,

The inspectors compared 'he subject event to previous LERs. The
inspectors identified two similar occurrences where problems resulted
from inadequate functional testing in conjun . ion with inappro-
priately performed s?cond party verifications. Also, in all cares,

,

since functional testing was inadequate, independent verification
should have been the method. chosen in accordance with Al-37 (see
paragraph c,3) above). The corrective actions of these LERs appear

inadeouate in that similar causes have been identified for this
event. Specific findings include:

1) LER 91-05 concerns the emergency diesel generator fire
protection system becoming inoperable due to improperly

!
^

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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tenninated leads identified during system testing. This event
also involved safety-related system restoration folic %ing
maintenance. The system was returned to normal improperly using
second party verification without an adequate f unctional test,
contrary to Al-37 requirements. No corrective actions wre
identified in the LER to review the use of independent
verification requirements in conjunction with partial functional
testing for other maintenance procedures.

i

Additionally, the event referred to in LER 91-05 resulted in a i

corrective action to review the event specifically with !

elec' " cal mairtenance personnel, and to issue a site dispatch i

on tt- topic. This corrective action was inadequate in that it
was 1 ited to salaried employees and did not consider hourly

. which were also involved in the subject event, and whoworke w
failed to properly perform second party verifications.

2) LER 91-17 concerned an event where the lower containment
radiation monitor was inoperable due to inappropriate isolation
of an inlet valve following filter replacement. After filter

replacement, the system was improperly restored in that second
party verification was perforred without an adequate functioral
test. This action was again contrary to the requirements of
Al-37 in that independent verification was not specified, No

corrective actions were identified in the LER to review
independent veri fica tion requirements for other procedures,
although the licensee's incident investigation report
(.11-5-91-75) concluded that the chemistry procedure provided
inadequate verification.

Additionally, this LER identified that procedures were not used
by personnel performing the maintenance. The LER corrective
actions addressed provisions to reenforce the use of procedures
by personnel in the field. As discussed in paragraph c.1 above,
the practice of not naving the procedure at the work location
occurred again in the subject event,

10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires, in part, that mL sures
be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality are
promptly identified and corrected. In addition, for activities

regarding significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures
shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined and
corrective action taken to preclude recurrence. Both LERs reviewed
by the inspectors involved instances where a f ailure to adequately
perform second party verification, in conjunction with an inadequate
or lack of a functional test, resulted in an inoperability of T
required safety-related equipment, as well as other similar problems.
Based on the similarity of this event to the previous events, and the
f ailure of the assigned corrective actions to preclude rep ~etition,
the inspectors consider the corrective actions identified in the

_ ____ _ ____ _ _. _ _._ ~ ._ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ - . . _. _ _ _ __
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above LERs inadequate. This is identified as an apparent violation
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI. (327/91-31-03). |

|

c) Adequacy of Administrative Controls |

The inspectors reviewed SQN-PMSP-6.2.4, MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM |
CONilGURATION CONTROL LOG in conjunction with the event. Section i

3.3.1.C requires, in part that the maintenance performer list,

configuration changes in sufficient detail to uniquely-identify each
item (e.g. jumper). Section 3.3.1.G further requires that the i'

performer and verifier shall initial and date each " return to normal" i
action for each change. During the subject event, the control of two |
jumpers was maintained by single signoffs (two party verifications) |

in the configuration control -log. Although not specified in the ,

procedure, the licensee maintains ti at the procedure allows the use
of multiple actitities with a single signoff. The inspectors also
reviewed other similar procedures for multiple steps being controlled
by a single _ signoff. Among - other examples , 1-M1-EXX-241-024.0,
PLACEMENT OF SPARE MAIN TRANSFORMER IN SERVICE, had single signoffs |
for up to eight wire termination evolutions. The inspectors
concluded that the routine use -of single signoffs for multiple
actions was weak -in assuring adequate controls for facility-wide
activities. This is identified as a weakness in the licensee's .

'

configuration control program.

The licensee, at the end of the inspection period, was continuing their
incident investigation to identify root causes and develop corrective

'actions to prevent recurrence. The licensee plans to issue an LER on the
event which will include analyzing the safety significance of the event.
The inspectors also concluded that recent events regarding the MSIVs '

including missing air limiting devices, numerous limit switch failures,
and the inadequate control of jumpers ;n the MSIV circuitry reflect a
general lack of attention to detail concerning these safety-related
components.-

Within the areas-inspected, three apparent violations were identified. ;

5. Surveillance Inspections (61726 & 42700)

During the reporting period, the. inspectors reviewed various surveillance ,

activities to assure compliance with the appropriate procedures ard
-requirements. Inspection areas included the following:-

I

The inspectors witnessed portions of the licensee's performance .of- rod
worth and rod bank worth measurements. The licensee performs these
activities utilizing-0-RT-NUC-000-005.0, ROD-BANK WORTH MEASUREMENT USING
DILUTION /B0 RATION METHOD, and 0-RT-NUC-000-007.0, ROD WORTH MEASUREMENT
USING R0D SWAP. The purpose of the testing is to provide a method-for
measuring the reactivity worth of the control and shutdown banks.
Utilizing boration/ dilution to - establish the reactivity -worth of a
reference bank, the reactivity _ worth of all rod cluster control banks can

4
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then be performed using a rod swap technique. During observations of the
performance of rod swap measurements, the inspectors n:ted that the test'

directors' knowledge of the activities in progress was good and that the
procedure adherence and content was well executed. The inspectors also
noted that despite numerous control room activities, communications
between Operations and Technical Support personnel appeareI effective,

' with common repeat back for r,ost of the observed rod movement activities.
The inspectors reviewed the completed test packages ifter data#

computations were accomplished by the licensee. No discrepancies were
identified.

1
fWithin the areas inspected, no violations were identified,

6. Licensee Event Report Review (92700)

The inspectors reviewed the LERs listed below to ascertain whether NRC
reporting requirements were being met and to evaluate initial adequacy of
the corrective actions. The inspector's review also included followup on
implementation of corrective action and/or review of licensee
documentation that all required corrective action (s) were either complete
or identified in the liter ee's program for tracking of outstanding
actions. |

| (Closed) LER 327/91-06, The Reactor Building Annulus fire Protection
System was not Properly Verified as Required by TS because of a failure to
Update the Associated Procedure as a Result of a Modification. The event
involved a discovery that seven sprinkler heads located in the Unit I
reactor building annulus had not been inspected as required by TS. In
June of 1988, the seven heads were added to the system as well as the
relocation of ten heads; however, the applicable implementing surveillance
procedures were not_ updated to reflect the changes. Poor drawing
conditions also inhibited more timely identification of the issue.
Immediate corrective actions included posting of a fire watch in the
affected _ area, the performance of a system walkdown in the annulus, end
the performance of a pressure tett to further verify integrity- of the
system. Further corrective actions included drawing revisions, Fire
_0perations training on the use of the drawing control process, and
revision of the applicable Sls through the Fire Protection Improvement
Plan (Phase 1). In addition, the licensee performed a review of any TS
sis identified associated with open work plans and determined that all 15
performance intervals have been met for the work packages. The inspectors
reviewed the LER closecut package, portions of the fire Protection
Improvement Plan, and verified implementation of the identified corrective
actions. This LER is closed._

Within the areas inspected, no violations were identified.

7 Ac+1on on Previous I v ection Findings (92701,92702)

i (Closed) URI 327, 328/89-27-03, Generic Radiation Monitor (RM) Related
ESF Actuations. The subject URI involved a review of LERs relating to ESF
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actuations from RM signals. This reviaw concludod that thert hay be on
enessive anoent of fSF actuations resulting from f ailure of or wor 6

associated with RMs. Due to the inspector <. f indimp,, t he licensee forned
a tasf forc e to reevaluate, on a broad ;:ers; ec tive, the cause and impac t s
of the EST actuations identiiied. The inspectors rev n wed a licensee
as essment of the 1988 EST actuations for conmonality ard adequacy of the
corrective ac tions talen, followup actions from this assessment concluded
that of the total number of RM ESF actuations, approximately 26 percent
were personnel related, 25 percent actual radiation level induced, and 50
percent due to equipment problems. Corrective actions which resulted from
individual RM events were ir plemented to decrease the nurber of events.
These included the addition of RM cable shielding tape to increase RM
noise % unity and operater training associated with RM operation. The

licerwee also plans to remove certain containnent vent isolation Teatures
on RMs 90-106 and 90-112 as a recommended action f rom their evaluation of
the study. The inspectors questioned the licensee reoarding the current
number of ESF and RM induced Ehl actuations. Results since 1989 indicated
approximately the sam" number as 1990 (average of 22); however, ;991
results were 3. Based on discussions with the licensee, review of the FSF
study perfortned by the licensee, and recent unit ESF reduc tions in 1991,
the inspectors consider this URI closed.

Within the areas inspected, no violation', were identified.

8. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and results were runmarized on January 6, 1992 with
those individuals identified by an asterisk in paragraph 1 above. The

inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the
inspec tion findings listed below. The licensee did not identify as

proprietary any of the Material provided to or reviewed ty the inspectors
during this inspection. Dissenting comme'Its were not r(coived f rom the
licensee.

Item flumber Description and Peterence
*
,

327/91-31-01 Apparent Violation - failure tc:
establish and r.aintain opep ble LSF

Y.dbyTS
function for MSlVs 's reau e

3.3.2.1, paragraph 4
..

'
<

327/91-31-0? Apparent Violation - f ailure to f ollow
proc edures as required by 15 6.8.1,

,

paragraph 4.'

327/91-31-03 Apparent Violation - failure to tale
adequate corrective actiens for
previous siniler events, paragraph 4.

i
!

!
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The weaknesses summarized In the results paragraph were discussed in
detail.

Licensee man;gement was informed of the items closed in paragraphs 6 and
7.

9. List of Acronyms and Initialisms

Administrative InstructionAI -

ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Code of federal RegulationsCFR -

Division of Reactor ProjectsDRP' -

EPRI + Electric Power Research Institute
ERCW - Essential Raw Cooling Water

Engineered Safety Feature-ESF -

ESFAS. Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
General Operating InstructionG01 -

Limiting Condition for OperationLCO -

Licensee Event ReportLER -

!
MSIV -- Main Steam Isolation Valve
NOVE - Notice of Unusual Event

Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNRC - ,

Problem Evaluation Report lPER -

Post Maintenance Test i
PMT --

Radiation Control Area iRCA -

Reactor Coolant SystemRCS -
,

Radiation MonitorRM - -

Radiation Work PennitRWP -.

RWST - RefuelinC Water Storage Tank -

Steam GeneratorSG. -

-SSP - Site Standard Practice
1Surveillance InstructionSI -

SOS- - Shift Operating Supervisor ,

Senior Reactor OperatorSR0 -

Spec!al Test InstructionSTI -

Technical Specifications !TS -

Tennessee Valley Authority *

TVA -

Unresolved ItemVR1 -

Work OrderWO -

. ,

v

'
,
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